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Abstract
In this paper we present current key challenges with respect to Critical Infrastructure Protection and to their resiliency. As our world becomes more and more interconnected via open networks with the cyberspace, many new challenges arise. Therefore, we frame the problem within three distinctive domains: real world natural events, human (organisational and legal), and cyber one. Within our analysis we present how current technologies, tools and methodologies can be used to address certain problems within those domains. Moreover, we stress the fact that there is a limited number of initiatives that aim at proposing the holistic (all hazard) approach addressing all the domains at once.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, there is a significant effort focused on national Critical Infrastructure (CI) evaluation, simulations and threats analysis. It is caused by the fact that societies become more and more dependent on Critical Infrastructure. When one of these is malfunctioning we can significantly suffer from economic or societal damage. Moreover, serious damages of Critical Infrastructure may even lead to loss of human life.

Another challenging factor is the fact that many European Critical Infrastructures are becoming more and more dependent on one another, forming a complex system of systems. As the complexity is increasing, new potential threats are emerging, too. Moreover, due to the climate changes, CI are becoming more vulnerable to catastrophic meteorological events.

What is more, current state of the art shows that beside natural disasters and events the cyber-related threats are more and more dangerous. Therefore, there is an increasing number of initiatives, approaches, and tools that incorporate those aspects into strategic analysis of infrastructure disruptions, consequences evaluation, and assessment of systems dependencies.

Therefore, it is important that Critical Infrastructure stakeholders (operators, civil protection authorities, etc.) are equipped with tools that allow them to comprehend the complex nature of interconnected CI in order to identify possible threats, predict events, and be better prepared for crisis mitigation.

Despite the fact that recently much research related to CI protection and resilience has been conducted in Europe, the practical adoption of its results is below the expectations. For instance, Europe is still missing the institution similar to US NISAC (National Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Center). NISAC provides CI operators, civil protection
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agencies and other stakeholders with advanced capabilities increasing national preparedness.

The European project CIPRNet responds to many challenges related to CI protection and one of its major long-lasting goals is to establish EISAC (European Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Center). Some findings and developments of CIPRNet are overviewed in Section 3, which is preceded by the presentation of current challenges and threats to Critical Infrastructure in Section 2. Conclusions are given thereafter.

2. Current challenges

In this section we analyse different challenges to Critical Infrastructure protection and resilience. As it is shown in Fig. 1, the origin of these challenges can be roughly identified as related to three aspects: (i) Cyber (cyber threats and attacks, cyber terrorism, cybercrime), (ii) Natural World (climate events, earthquakes, etc.), and (iii) Human, Organisational and Legal one (law, roadmaps, human factors, etc.).

2.1. Natural Disasters

Recently, due to the climate change, the number of meteorological events that impact the CI has significantly increased. These events typically include such disasters as: flooding, landslides (common result of flooding), hurricanes, drought, etc.

However, geological events, like earthquakes, volcanos eruptions, etc., are also occurring quite often. Challenging here is also the fact that events like earthquakes are practically impossible to predict. One of the examples showing the impact of natural disasters on Critical Infrastructure is flooding that occurred in Middle-East Europe in 2002. In [11] it was explicitly emphasised that the lack of simulation tools allowing the local government to predict the behaviour of Elbe and Danube rivers caused significant impact on communication systems, hospitals, and transportation. It further resulted in poor coordination and low effectiveness of deployed mitigation and recovery plans.

Another example of the past natural disaster showing how so called cascading effects can cause significant damages is an earthquake that hit Kobe (Japan) area in 1995 [20]. Due to this catastrophic event the majority of transportation infrastructure was destroyed. This significantly impacted rescue actions and access to hospitals and paralysed that area.

Therefore, it is important to all CI stakeholders (CI operators, civil protection, etc.) to have tools that will allow them to understand the complex relation and dependencies between different Critical Infrastructures. Moreover, these tools should also improve CI stakeholders preparedness and effectiveness during response to crisis.

2.2. Cyber Security aspects

Industrial Control Systems (ICS) are ICT (Information and Communication Technology) solutions and their main role is to support industrial and critical processes. These systems are responsible for monitoring and controlling of a variety of aspects concerning Critical Infrastructure, such as water and waste control, energy, oil and gas refining and transportation. Recently the ICS have been transformed to systems that are highly interconnected with corporate networks and the Internet. Therefore, they became the inherent elements of the cyber ecosystem with new challenging problems caused by cyber threats and cybercrime.

Moreover, legacy systems have evolved from dedicated solutions for a particular operator to integrated and IP-based frameworks. This evolution has exposed the Critical Infrastructure to threats coming from the cyber domain.

As a result, in many cases a new approach to Critical Infrastructure protection is required. This approach should engage expert knowledge, decision support systems and such network elements as firewalls, intrusion and anomaly detection systems. That was not the case when the systems controlling Critical Infrastructure were designed and deployed.

Therefore, currently there is a significant research effort focusing on novel techniques (e.g. data mining and machine learning [6]) dedicated to cyber attacks detection. Moreover, as wireless sensors (WSN) technology is recently gaining in popularity and frequently used to monitor different aspects of...
Critical Infrastructure, also an increasing number of research activities is concerning the methods for hardening this technology against cyber attacks [5], vulnerabilities identification and analysis [3], and secure data exchange [4].

It is also worth noticing that the way the cyber security has been perceived by the international community changed, when a massive cyber attack targeting Estonia made the whole national infrastructure stand still in 2007. At the peak of the crisis, the Internet, banks and mobile phone networks became unavailable.

What is more, dedicated systems controlling industrial processes (e.g. ICS systems) have also been facing an increased amount of cyber security incidents, such as Stuxnet worm. In result, in many countries, national entities and research institutions started to pay attention to cyber security. It resulted in a better understanding of the fact that many industry sectors strongly rely on ICT infrastructures and electronic communication channels.

Moreover, to provide interoperability, plenty of Industrial Control Systems use commonly available ICT infrastructures. What is more, the number of ICS adapting popular operating systems like Windows and Linux is also increasing. This fact is commonly used by cyber criminals to exploit vulnerabilities of operating systems in order to get access to sensitive data and network assets.

2.3. Human, Organisational and Legal aspects

As the interconnectivity of different Critical Infrastructures with ICT systems is constantly increasing, it is necessary to understand the underpinnings of the cyber ecosystem in order to better identify threats related to that domain. The cyber ecosystem foundation is a legal framework that regulates cyber-related matters. Upon that foundation a Security Strategy is developed. Currently, the majority of European countries have established their national security strategies (NCSS). Such national strategies commonly refer to aspects like internal security, foreign and defence policy, as well as economy. Recently, the cyber dimension has also been addressed and included into the majority of national security strategies all over the world [13].

According to the EU ENISA overview document, NCSS as a strategic document usually defines the common general actions contributing to the cyber security domain, e.g.: "... to reduce the risk and secure the benefits of a trusted digital environment for businesses and individuals..." [24].

It also defines the main objectives. Some examples extracted from the UK NCSS [24] are: (i) "to tackle cybercrime", (ii) "to be more resilient to cyberattacks", (iii) "to have the cross-cutting knowledge, skills and capability [...] to underpin [...] security objectives".

As noticed by authors in [13], a national strategy does not define explicit methods to achieve the stated goals. However, it has significant influence on government, policy-makers and all other national and European bodies that have all necessary resources to deploy such strategy. An overview and comparison of different cyber security strategies is presented by Luijff et al. in [15].

There is also the cyber security strategy prepared at the European level [8]. It is focused on such aspects as: (i) capabilities and response networks, for sharing information with public and private sector, (ii) governance structure, (iii) incident reporting for critical sectors like energy, water, finance and transport, (iv) global cooperation, to address global interdependencies and the global supply chain.

Apart from strategy development and implementation, the need for such organisational aspects like training should also be emphasised. Only knowledgeable and well-trained staff can implement the strategies and operate complex and interconnected Critical Infrastructures for the well-being of societies. Often, the lack of training and the lack of awareness are mentioned as the important threat for CI.

3. Increasing Protection and Resilience – different methods and approaches

3.1. Tools predicting natural events

Currently one of the initiatives that plan to make a step toward establishing the European equivalent of NISAC simulation centre is the FP7 CIPRNet project [9]. The project aims at creating new capabilities for CI operators and emergency managers. One of its objectives is also to integrate the research bodies scattered across Europe into so-called Virtual Centre of Competences (VCC). CIPRNet also performs research and development activities. So-called CIPRNet services include: simulation-based threat forecasting, natural events sensing and visualisation, threat visualisation, what-if and consequence analysis. The goal of such services development is to increase the situational awareness of the decision makers by extraction of the most necessary information from the large amount of heterogeneous data coming from different sources (such as real-time sensorial data).

Projects like CIPRNet are focusing on predicting possible natural events, identifying threats and assessing their impact on Critical Infrastructure. For the CI stakeholders it is important to have adequate
and accurate models and tools that allow them to address the CI protection and resiliency challenges. However, in order to have a good and big operational picture of these aspects, it is also important to incorporate cyber domain into analysis processes.

3.2. Reactive and proactive approach in cyber domain

One of the projects that deal with the aspects related to cyber domain is CockpitCI project [10]. The project aims to improve the resilience and dependability of Critical Infrastructure by the automatic detection of cyber-threats and the sharing of real-time information about attacks among CI owners. Another example is the finalised INSPIRE [2] project, that (beside real-time cyber-threats detection) tried to model with semantic language (so-called ontology) interdependencies between the Industrial Control System and the cyber security aspects. On that data model decision support system is provided (called INSPIRE Decision Aid Tool – DAT) with all the necessary information about the threats and vulnerabilities the specific Critical Infrastructure is exposed to. Additionally, DAT can propose appropriate reactions and countermeasures for the particular threat.

3.3. Decision support

Decision Support Systems (DSS) are information systems that support human in different decision-making activities. The DSS applications are successfully and widely used in industry and Critical Infrastructure protection (CIP). The DSS systems are successfully used to manage river systems (e.g. to cope with floods). For instance, the German Federal Institute of Hydrology (BfG) is using such kind of DSS to manage the Elbe river system. Its importance was demonstrated during the great flooding in 2002. The DSS are also successfully deployed in the energy sector [25] nuclear power plants [14], urban water pollution control [27] or oilfield flood precaution [26].

All above-mentioned examples of DSS systems are focused on some particular aspects of Critical Infrastructure. However, designing an adequate and efficient DSS system is a difficult and challenging task.

Also FP7 CIPRNet and RoMa [21] projects plan to provide advanced DSS for Critical Infrastructure protection and for crisis management. Those prototypes would provide novel capabilities such as forecasting and consequence analysis.

3.4. Strategic-based approaches as a tool increasing resiliency

It must be noticed that reacting to current events which may occur both in real world and in cyber domain, as well as predicting capabilities and ability to assess the impact of such events on Critical Infrastructure are crucial to address the resilience and CI protection aspects. However, both security and resiliency are not products that can be purchased by operator and simply deployed in the field. As a matter of the fact, ICS are designed to be reliable in terms of confidentiality and availability, but security policies and practices are often not well implemented. In many cases, ensuring security and resilience are long-lasting and iterative processes that have to be coordinated.

Therefore, we believe that activities taking place on a strategic level are of the same importance as before-mentioned decision support systems, CI models and simulators, and cyber security solutions.

During this research we have analysed several general-purpose and sectoral roadmaps [1], [7], [11], [12], [17]-[19], [22]-[23]. The general-purpose roadmaps are focused on a wide spectrum of challenges and define various milestones, often at a different level of abstraction.

There are several common points of their agendas that could be considered as the high priority challenges, such as: (i) evaluation of system security, (ii) identity management mechanisms, (iii) improvements of analytical tools for security monitoring, (iv) response and recovery efforts, and (v) situational understanding.

The sectoral roadmaps are focused on industrial ICT infrastructures used in various domains (e.g. energy delivery, transportation). The main objectives defined in these roadmaps are similar to these defined in the general-purpose roadmaps, since the industrial infrastructures are a part of the whole ecosystem. Therefore, the key points presented in the analysed roadmaps are also similar and they are the following: (i) evaluation of system security, (ii) insufficient focus on ICS modelling and simulation, (iii) protective techniques and technologies, (iv) culture of cyber security, knowledge and information sharing.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, different aspects related to the CIP community and decision makers are presented in the context of decision (support) making process. We have framed the problem within three distinctive domains related to natural events, human (organisational and legal) aspects, and cyber aspects.
Within our analysis we have identified different approaches that aim at addressing the problems related to each of the domains. As it was presented in the paper, the problem of Critical Infrastructure dependencies, which among others stems from an increasing interconnectivity of different Industrial Control Systems via open network, causes different challenges in the context of Critical Infrastructure Protection. Moreover, it can be noticed that the European Union is still lacking the simulation centres. What is more, in many cases security policies and practices are not well implemented, as well as legal regulations do not always follow the current state of technology. Therefore, in this paper we stressed the fact that also activities at the strategic level can be perceived as effective tools eventually increasing the security and resiliency of Critical Infrastructure.
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